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ABSTRACT Under in vitro conditions, free-standing hair bundles of the bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) sacculus have exhibited
spontaneous oscillations. We used a high-speed complementary metal oxide semiconductor camera to track the active move-
ments of multiple hair cells in a single ﬁeld of view. Our techniques enabled us to probe for correlations between pairs of cells, and
to acquire records on over 100 actively oscillating bundles per epithelium. We measured the statistical distribution of oscillation
periods of cells from different areas within the sacculus, and on different epithelia. Spontaneous oscillations exhibited a peak
period of 33 ms (þ29 ms, 14 ms) and uniform spatial distribution across the sacculus.INTRODUCTION
Hair cells of the inner ear can detectmechanical displacements
as small as a few A˚ (1–3). This acuity is crucially dependent on
an underlying active process (4–19), whereby cells work to
sustain oscillations in a viscous environment, amplify low-
intensity stimuli, and exhibit spontaneous motility. Details
of the active process, particularly the amplification, frequency
selectivity, and mechanisms by which the system controls its
gain and tuning, are subjects of ongoing study.
Hair cells of in vitro epithelial preparations excised from
the bullfrog sacculus were shown to exhibit spontaneous
oscillations (20–24). Their observed amplitudes can be as
large as 100 nm, significantly exceeding those of thermal
fluctuations, which are typically ~2 nm at ambient tempera-
tures. Previous studies demonstrated that oscillating bundles
perform work against an external load (25,26) on a cycle-by-
cycle basis. Furthermore, their dynamics were compared
with predictions based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
(27), to demonstrate that they require an active mechanism
and cannot be explained by a passive nonlinear process.
In the context of nonlinear dynamics, the phenomenon was
interpreted to indicate a system that has crossed a Hopf bifur-
cation, exhibiting a stable limit-cycle oscillation (28–32).
An analogy often refers to an electronic amplifier with
an internal positive-feedback mechanism: if the gain is
increased to the point of instability, the system bursts into
spontaneous oscillation.
A number of experiments probed the cellular mechanisms
underlying spontaneous oscillation, and theoretical modeling
captured the main features of the cycle (33–36). Nonlinearity
in hair-bundle mechanics arises primarily from the transduc-
tion complex itself: mechanically sensitive ion channels open
and close in response to stereociliary deflection (37–48).
According to the gating-spring model, tip links (49,50)
connecting adjacent stereocilia relax upon the opening of
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hair bundle. The mechanical gating introduces a nonlinearity
in the hair-cell response, and causes it to flicker between a state
with most of the channels open and one with most channels
closed. Meanwhile, an array of myosin motors (51–62)
mediates an adaptation process in the stereocilia of a hair
bundle (63–73). These molecular motors are connected to
the transduction complex, and adjust tension in the attached
tip link by slipping and climbing along actin filaments. A bi-
stable system in conjunction with an adaptation mechanism
exhibits spontaneous oscillation.
Although the cellular mechanisms behind spontaneous
oscillations are fairly well understood, a number of questions
remain in regard to their role in the active process
operant in vivo. Hair bundles that exhibit oscillations are
free-standing, with the overlying otolithic membrane removed
by enzymatic digestion. The native mechanical load is there-
fore significantly changed, potentially perturbing the oscilla-
tion frequency and pushing the system into a nonphysiological
regime. For this study,weobtained a statistical characterization
of these oscillations, to compare them with previous measure-
ments in this field that were performed on intact sacculi under
in vivo conditions.
Firstly, we examine how spontaneous oscillation frequen-
cies in individual hair cells compare with spontaneous
spiking rates that other groups measured in auditory fibers
innervating the sacculus (74,75). Under in vivo conditions,
the spontaneous activity of these nerves fell in a range of
10–40 spikes/s, with a peak of ~30 spikes/s (76). Secondly,
tuning curves obtained from auditory nerve fibers (77–82) in
the bullfrog sacculus were shown to be quite broad, exhibit-
ing quality factors of Q10dB ~0.5–1.0 (76). We explore
whether oscillations in free-standing hair bundles of an
in vitro preparation display comparable quality factors, or
whether individual free-standing oscillators are more sharply
tuned. If the latter outcome proved true, the broadening
observed in vivo may have been attributable to the nature
of coupling between cells in the intact endorgan. Thirdly,
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distribution of characteristic frequencies. We inquire
whether spontaneous oscillations likewise exhibit a uniform
distribution by measuring both the local and global variation
in their frequencies across the sacculus. By performing
a systematic comparison, we assess whether spontaneous
oscillations observed in free-standing hair bundles display
properties comparable to those of an intact sacculus, and
if they are indicative of a physiologically relevant active
process.
For this purpose, it was desirable to obtain significant
statistics on oscillation properties from each sacculus.
Because the lifetime of a typical in vitro preparation is
~1 h, measuring oscillations from many cells requires the
ability to record a number of them in parallel. We hence
replaced the traditional photodiode detector, used for indi-
vidual hair-bundle studies, with a high-speed complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. Providing meg-
apixel resolution, this technique allows for the parallel
tracking of 10–20 cells. Simultaneous multiple-element
measurement enables the accumulation of statistics as well
as probing for correlations among nearby cells, a technique
that can be readily generalized to further studies in the field.
METHODS
Experimental preparation
Experiments were preformed on sacculi excised from the inner ears of adult
bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana). For each sacculus, after a 35-min exposure to
67 mg/mL protease at room temperature, the otolithic membrane was
removed, and the epithelium was placed in a two-compartment chamber
(83). The bottom compartment was filled with oxygenated artificial
perilymph containing 110 mM Naþ, 2 mM Kþ, 1.5 mM Ca2þ, 118 mM
Cl, 3 mM D-glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1 mM creatine, and 5 mM
HEPES, at a pH of 7.3 and osmolarity of ~230 mmol/kg. The apical surface
was bathed with oxygenated artificial endolymph containing 117.5 mM Kþ,
2 mM Naþ, 0.25 mM Ca2þ, 118 mM Cl, 3 mM D-glucose, and 5 mM
HEPES, at a pH of 7.3 and osmolarity of ~230 mmol/kg. The chemical
compositions of these standard artificial solutions were developed in the
field to approximate physiological conditions.
Measurement
Hair bundles were imaged with an Olympus BX51WI microscope (Olympus
America, San Diego, CA) with white-light transmission illumination
provided by an X-Cite 120 metal halogenide lamp. We used a 20 water-
immersion objective (XLUMPLFL20XW, Olympus America) with
a numerical aperture of 0.95, with further magnification provided by
a double-gauss variable-focus lens, for a total magnification of ~385. To
minimize mechanical noise, the microscope was mounted on a vibration-
isolation table (Technical Manufacturing, Peabody, MA) inside an acousti-
cally isolated chamber (Industrial Acoustic, New York, NY). All images of
hair-bundle oscillations were recorded with a CMOS camera (Photron
FASTCAM SA1.1, Photron, San Diego, CA) containing 1024  1024
pixels, each 20 mm in size and with 12-bit depth. Because a single CMOS
chip includes many readout channels operating in parallel, acquisition rates
can be orders of magnitude higher than with traditional CCD devices. High
frame rates, and hence short exposure times, require increased illumination
to yield a sufficient photon count per pixel (84). The illumination provided
by the X-Cite light source, coupled with the parallel readout of the CMOSBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1159–1168chip, readily allowed recording at 500 frames per second, a temporal resolu-
tion sufficient for the purposes of this study. Because the camera can acquire
megapixel images at 5400 frames per second, and proportionally higher rates
at lower resolution, our method can be generalized for higher-speed
recording.
To prevent degradation of the biological sample, we kept the overall dura-
tion of the experiments to ~20 min, significantly below the lifetime of
a typical preparation (~45 min). We verified that exposure to incident light
had no effect on oscillations over these timescales by observing that sequen-
tial recordings of bundles yielded no consistent trends of increasing or
decreasing frequencies.
The spatial scale of the image projected onto the camera chipwas calibrated
by viewing a 600-line pair per millimeter Ronchi ruling, yielding 52 nm per
pixel. Data were obtained from three regions of the sacculus. Two sets of
measurements were performed on the region of the sacculus farthest from
the saccular nerve. The third set was focused on the striolar region.
Analysis
Motion tracking
To extract the motion of a hair cell as a function of time, we developed soft-
ware in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) to determine the position
of the stereociliary bundle in each frame of the video record. Because the
width of a pixel corresponded to 52 nm in our optical system, precision
better than one tenth of a pixel was required. Applying standard procedures
of superresolution imaging (85), we fit Gaussian distributions to the intensity
profiles of hair bundles, to extract the center position in each frame. Incident
illumination from our light source provided sufficient contrast to allow this
fit to yield center positions within a noise floor of 3–5 nm.
Each video record was 1.364 s long, or 682 frames. A bandpass filter was
applied to the first image, and a one-dimensional fitting window was
manually selected to match the width of a hair bundle, typically ~20 pixels
wide. Because the largest stereociliary deflections never exceeded two
pixels, the peak position remained localized within the defined window.
In each frame, the window was then centered around the brightest pixel.
A Gaussian distribution, GðxÞ ¼ AeðxmÞ2=B, was then fit to the unfiltered
intensity profile, locating the center position of the brightest point within
the hair bundle (Fig. 1). Previous measurements in the field demonstrated
that the stereocilia move in unison during oscillation, thus maintaining the
shape of the bundle (86).
Time-dependent records of bundle displacement were obtained by plot-
ting the center position extracted for each frame of the record. To improve
the resolution of the trace further, three vertically adjacent pixel rows on
the same bundle were tracked and averaged. Hair-bundle movements were
tracked along the horizontal axis only. Because there was some distribution
of bundle orientations in any given screen, this projection necessarily
yielded a slight underestimate of the amplitudes of oscillation. For this study,
we did not correct for this projection, because it did not affect the measured
quantity, i.e., the frequency of oscillation. Positive displacement in the traces
shown corresponds to movement toward the tallest stereocilia, i.e., that of
channel opening, consistent with the standard convention in the literature.
Frequency determination
We analyzed oscillations in the time domain to determine the statistical
distribution of the period of oscillation for each hair cell. The biphasic profile
of a typical cycle facilitated this approach, because it contained sharp move-
ments corresponding to the sudden opening and closing of transduction
channels. We developed software in MATLAB (described below) to detect
these transitions, determine the time intervals between them, and construct
histograms to show their distribution.
Our software procedures first applied a low-pass filter to the data and iden-
tified the local maxima and minima in the trace, using standard MATLAB
functions. Between adjacent extrema, a numerical derivative was applied
to the record to identify the inflection points that constitute the transition
times when a cell’s transduction channels open or close in a concerted
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the opening (positive deflections) and subsequent closing (negative deflec-
tions) of channels, and time intervals in the closed state corresponded to
those between closing and opening. Histograms were computed separately
for the open and closed intervals, and for the combined data set. Because
typical transition times were ~4 ms, this was the chosen bin size for the histo-
grams.
Not all cells exhibited spontaneous oscillations. In the preparations used
in this study, 30–70% of cells oscillated in each field of view. Among spon-
taneously moving bundles, ~15% were excluded from the analysis, because
traces were too noisy to allow unambiguous transition assignment. In total,
373 spontaneously oscillating bundles were measured for this experiment.
The probability density estimator was shown in the literature to provide
a more accurate representation of data than the traditional histogram, and
is less sensitive to the chosen bin size. We applied this estimator (kernel
density estimator in MATLAB) to obtain a continuous probability distribu-
tion of the half-period of oscillation, computed from data pooled over all
spontaneously oscillating cells within a given screen. The peak of the domi-
nant mode of the distribution and its full width at half maximum (FWHM)
were computed for each field of view.
Imaging the sacculus
For each sacculus, records were obtained in 16 fields of view localized to
a particular area of the epithelium. Fields of view were chosen with sufficient
overlap to enable their relative alignment. The positions of cells visible in
more than one screen were used to determine the relative offset needed to
construct a tiled image of the records.
Correlation coefﬁcients
In selected screens, the correlation coefficient was computed for each pair of
hair bundles captured within that field of view. The correlation coefficient
was defined as:
CX;X2 ¼
covðX;X2Þ
sXsX2
;
covðX;X2Þ ¼
ðX hXiÞðX2  hX2iÞ

;
where X and X2 denote positions of the two bundles, and sX and sX2 denote
standard deviations.
FIGURE 1 (a) Image of one hair bundle after bandpass filter was applied
to enhance its contrast. This image served as a visual aid to facilitate selec-
tion of the feature to be tracked. (b) Blue line superimposed on unfiltered
image indicates linear cross section used to fit the data. (c) Gaussian distri-
bution (red line) was fit to intensity profile (blue dots) through the section
in b. Center of Gaussian fit yielded the position of the bundle in a given
frame.RESULTS
Imaging the epithelium with a high-speed CMOS camera
allowed for the simultaneous recording of 10–20 hair
bundles per field of view (Fig. 2). Deflection of a hair bundle
as a function of time was determined by extracting its center
position in each frame of the record. As seen in the traces, the
achieved spatial resolution was comparable to that obtained
in previous measurements with a dual-photodiode detector
(23,26,83), with typical noise floors on the order of 3–5 nm.
Spontaneous oscillation periods
Movements of hair bundles follow the dynamics of
a relaxation oscillation, with a characteristic biphasic wave-
form (24,27,31): sharp transitions, indicative of the opening
and closing of transduction channels, are followed by a slow
exponential movement, corresponding to slipping and
climbing of the myosin-motor complex. Unlike an ideal
limit-cycle oscillation, however, spontaneous oscillations
exhibited by hair bundles of the bullfrog sacculus display
significant noise. Apart from the thermal jitter superimposed
on the cycle, fluctuations occur in the local frequency and
phase of the oscillation, with sporadic pauses of over
100 ms between periodic movements. Insofar as a single
frequency could not be assigned to each hair cell, we per-
formed a statistical assessment of their oscillations. We
measured the time intervals between consecutive openings
and closings of transduction channels. Fig. 3 shows typical
traces of bundle oscillations, with the detected transitions
superimposed. Probability distributions of extracted time
FIGURE 2 Top-down view of hair bundles of sacculus, with otolithic
membrane removed by enzymatic digestion. Image shows first of 700
frames from a typical video record. Scale bar equals 5 mm.
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1162 Ramunno-Johnson et al.FIGURE 3 Traces of bundle motion as a function of time
(blue lines) for three selected cells in a field of view (image
shown in Fig. 2). Red line overlaid atop trace indicates
times corresponding to concerted opening and closing of
transduction channels. Time intervals in open states (posi-
tive deflection) and closed states (negative deflection) are
determined from the record, and histograms of their distri-
bution are shown (left and middle) below traces. Time
intervals in open and closed states were combined in histo-
grams (right) below each trace. Bin size was 4 ms.intervals in the open and closed states are given in the histo-
grams below the traces. Within each field of view, no consis-
tent trends or spatial patterns were evident in the distribution
of oscillation periods of individual bundles.
The measured time intervals were then pooled over the
population of all spontaneously oscillating bundles imaged
within a given screen (Fig. 4). To assess potential differences
between intervals separating the opening and closing of
channels (positive deflection) and those between closing
and opening (negative deflection), we plotted these differ-Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1159–1168ences in separate histograms. Whereas the open and closed
distributions displayed significant differences in the tail
region of the histograms, the peaks of dominant modes fell
within the same range. Hence, for the purposes of this study,
we used the combined data from open and closed states to
analyze the distribution of half-periods of the oscillation of
hair bundles in each field of view.
Long tails were frequently evident in the probability distri-
butions of these time intervals, corresponding to sporadic
pauses apparent in the spontaneous oscillations of a cell. These
Distribution of Saccular Frequencies 1163occurred mostly in the closed state of a bundle, corresponding
to deflection in the negative direction. In this study, we
focused on the dominant modes of probability distributions.
Comparison of oscillations across the sacculus
Our imaging technique allowed us to explore a broader area
of the epithelium, scanning typically 16 screens of 52 
FIGURE 4 Histograms of time intervals in open (top) and closed (middle)
states pooled from all oscillating cells in one field of view. Combined distri-
bution of open and closed intervals is also shown (bottom).52 mm2 each. Individual screens were offset with sufficient
overlap to allow for alignment into a mosaic image (Fig. 5)
of the measured portion of a sacculus.
For each screen of the epithelium shown in Fig. 5, the
probability density estimator was applied to the measured
time intervals pooled from all oscillating cells (Fig. 6). Peaks
and FWHMs of the main mode were extracted for the prob-
ability distribution in each field of view, and are shown
geometrically in Fig. 7 (see also Table 1). The center radius
of each annulus in Fig. 7 indicates the peak period of oscil-
lations, and the inner and outer radii denote the FWHM. The
distribution of oscillation periods did not reveal any spatial
dependence or consistent trends. The peak of the mode ex-
tracted for each individual screen fell within the FWHM of
the modes determined for all other screens. Typical ratios
(T0DT) were in the range of 0.57–1.4. The histogram in Fig. 8
(middle) displays data pooled from all 16 fields of view
measured in this epithelium. The pooled data contained the
same statistical characteristics as data obtained from indi-
vidual screens. Consistent distributions were therefore
evident over several hundred microns of the sensory epithe-
lium.
The main morphological feature of the distribution of cells
within the sacculus is the existence of a striola (35,87),
a virtual line dividing hair bundles of opposite orientations.
Above the striola, the tallest stereocilia point toward the
top rim of the epithelium (upward, in the images shown).
Below the striola, they point toward the bottom rim. To
FIGURE 5 Sixteen fields of view were recorded from an area near outer
edge of saccular epithelium. Overlap between adjacent records allowed
for their relative alignment and formation of a mosaic image of this section
of the preparation. Scale bar equals 20 mm.
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frequencies of spontaneous oscillation, we scanned a region
surrounding the striola, capturing within the same screen hair
bundles oriented in opposite directions. Fig. 9, presents an
example of such a recording, where the probability distribu-
tions were computed for data separately pooled over groups
of cells displaying opposite orientations. The two areas
continued to show consistency in the distribution of half-
periods of oscillation, indicating that the striolar region
neither differs from other areas of the epithelium nor acts
to separate regions of different frequencies.
To verify uniformity further in the distribution of oscilla-
tion periods, we repeated these measurements at different
points in the sacculi, in different preparations, and on
bullfrogs obtained from different providers. Fig. 8 depicts
histograms of time intervals measured in three different
epithelia, with schematic diagrams of sections within the
sacculus from which the data were obtained. For each of
these experiments, ~16 screens were recorded, covering an
area comparable to that shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 10 provides
data pooled over all three of these measurements. The
combined histogram, with cells measured over many prepa-
rations, illustrates the consistency of the statistical trends
measured. We conclude that the distribution of periods of
spontaneous oscillation is uniform across the epithelium,
with a peak at 33 ms (þ29 ms, 14 ms).
FIGURE 6 Probability density estimator was applied to compute contin-
uous distribution (red dashed line) of half-period of oscillation. Time inter-
vals measured in open and closed states were pooled over all oscillating hair
bundles within a selected field of view (epithelium shown in Fig. 5). A histo-
gram plot of same data set is shown in graph (blue). Two representations of
the probability distribution were independently normalized.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1159–1168Distribution of oscillation frequencies
To facilitate comparisons with other studies in the field, we
converted the measured peaks in the probability distribution
from time to frequency domain. For each screen of the epithe-
lium shown in Fig. 5, we applied the probability density
estimator to obtain a distribution of oscillation periods for
the group of cells within the field of view. The peak frequen-
cies, defined as the inverse of the peak periods, fell in a range
of 19–46 Hz in this preparation.
Absence of correlations of nearby oscillators
To verify that each free-standing hair bundle oscillates inde-
pendently, we computed correlation coefficients between all
pairs of bundles in a field of view. The scatterplot of these
coefficients as a function of the distance between cells is
given in Fig. 11, along with a histogram of their distribution.
No correlation was evident in our recordings, indicating an
absence of any intrinsic entrainment.
FIGURE 7 Tiled image of epithelium in Fig. 5 is reproduced, with distri-
bution of periods of oscillation superimposed atop each screen. Geometric
representation gives center and spread of oscillation periods for each field
of view. The radius of the black circle within each annulus represents the
peak period for that screen. The inner and outer radii defining the annulus
represent the two points delimiting the FWHM of the probability distribu-
tion. The radius of the scale bar equals 30 ms.TABLE 1 Distribution of oscillation half-periods
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Row 1 19 ms þ 32 ms  11 ms 33 ms þ 18 ms  12 ms 33 ms þ 27 ms  12 ms 32 ms þ 19 ms  11 ms
Row 2 28 ms þ 22 ms  14 ms 42 ms þ 15 ms  15 ms 34 ms þ 26 ms  15 ms 46 ms þ 19 ms  20 ms
Row 3 36 ms þ 25 ms  14 ms 31 ms þ 38 ms  17 ms 31 ms þ 26 ms  11 ms 29 ms þ 26 ms  10 ms
Row 4 40 ms þ 25 ms  20 ms 53 ms þ 40 ms  25 ms 41 ms þ 26 ms  15 ms 47 ms þ 23 ms  25 ms
Distribution of Saccular Frequencies 1165FIGURE 8 Each histogram displays distribution of data pooled over all
oscillating cells measured in a given epithelium. Combined time intervals
in open and closed states were used, representing half a period of oscillation.
Panels represent data obtained from different sections of sacculi, extracted
from inner ears of different bullfrogs. Histograms (top and middle) represent
areas of sacculus close to outer edge of epithelium, and histogram at bottom
represents an area along the striola. (Insets) Schematic diagrams show loca-
tions within sacculus where measurements were performed. Distribution in
the middle was obtained from the preparation depicted in Fig. 5.DISCUSSION
A number of in vivo studies thoroughly characterized the
behavior of an intact sacculus (74–82). Tuning curves,
measured in auditory nerve fibers connecting to the sacculus,
exhibited the best frequencies, in a range of 20–120 Hz.
Resting spike rates measured in the fibers were shown to
peak at ~30 spikes/s. Finally, quality factors of 0.5–1.0
demonstrated that the sacculus is a broadly tuned organ,
apparently optimized for sensitivity rather than for
frequency-selectivity of detection. Although establishing
direct connections between movements of individual cells
and the behavior of an intact organ is not yet possible, we
explored the consistency between the two by performing
a statistical study of hair-bundle motion. We focused on
FIGURE 9 Distribution of time intervals measured from cells surrounding
striolar region. Probability density estimator was applied to data pooled from
all cells in a field of view oriented in one direction (above striola), and sepa-
rately computed for cells displaying opposite orientation (below striola).
Two curves were independently normalized to unity.
FIGURE 10 Histogram shows distribution of time intervals pooled from
data obtained from all three preparations, displayed separately in Fig. 8.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1159–1168
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these were shown to indicate an underlying active process.
Our experiments provided probability distributions of time
intervals between the opening and closing of transduction
channels, measured in a total of 373 spontaneously oscillating
hair bundles. Data were pooled over different numbers of
cells, to obtain comparisons of frequencies over both fine-
grained and coarse-grained spatial scales. Histograms of
data measured across different parts of the sacculus, and
pooled from different epithelia, produced a broad and asym-
metric distribution, with a peak oscillation period of 33 ms
(þ29 ms, 14 ms).
We also found that the distribution of frequencies of
spontaneous oscillations did not follow a spatial pattern,
tonotopic or otherwise, but seemed randomly distributed
across the epithelium. This observation was consistent on
several different scales of spatial distances, as measured in
different sacculi and bullfrogs.
Thirdly, correlation coefficients measured between move-
ments of neighboring bundles demonstrated that spontaneous
FIGURE 11 Correlation coefficients were computed for all pairs of oscil-
lating hair bundles in a given field of view (top). Scatterplot displays corre-
lation coefficients versus distance between bundles. No variation was found
in degree of correlation between neighboring oscillators. Histogram of coef-
ficients displays a center near 0% (bottom).
Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1159–1168oscillations in individual hair cells are uncorrelated. Insofar as
the mechanical coupling element, i.e., otolithic membrane
(88,89), was absent in these preparations, and the efferent
fibers (90) innervating the hair cells were severed, the two
elements most likely to impose any synchrony between oscil-
lators were removed. However, we wanted to verify the
absence of any additional mechanism intrinsic to the cells
that could maintain a global phase and lead to some degree
of correlation. Hence, any correlation that may arise between
hair bundles under native conditions must be ascribed to the
overlying membrane or other external mechanisms.
Finally, these experiments demonstrated the use of high-
speed CMOS cameras as detectors of hair-bundle oscillation.
Thismethod allows for themeasurement of asmany as 20 cells
in parallel, with a noise floor in the range of a few nanometers.
This approach offers several advantagesover other techniques,
and opens up possibilities for further applications. The simul-
taneous tracking ofmultiple elements allows for a direct obser-
vation of correlations and phase-locking between individual
oscillators. Secondly, by tracking many hair bundles in
parallel, it speeds data acquisition and enables measurements
of greater numbers of cells from a single preparation, an
improvement important in studies where a statistical assess-
ment is desirable. The high-speed nature of the camera is
particularly useful for studying spontaneous motility, which
exhibits fluctuations in frequency and phase, and thus does
not lend itself to strobing techniques. We anticipate that our
approach will be readily generalizable to other sensory organs
in the bullfrog, and to sensory organs of other species.
CONCLUSION
We found that periods of spontaneous oscillations in the
saccular epithelium were randomly distributed across
different areas of the preparation, including that of the
striolar region, and across different sacculi. The distribution
was broad, with a peak period of 33 ms. Individual oscilla-
tions were uncorrelated with respect to their neighbors, as ex-
pected in free-standing hair bundles. This study established
a methodology that allows for the time-resolved recording
of many hair bundles in parallel, facilitating the acquisition
of sufficient statistics to characterize their behavior across
the whole epithelium.
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